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QUESTION 1

An attacker exploits actual code of an application and uses a security hole to carry out an attack before the application
vendor knows about the vulnerability. Which of the following types of attack is this? 

A. Replay 

B. Zero-day 

C. Man-in-the-middle 

D. Denial-of-Service 

Correct Answer: B 

A zero-day attack, also known as zero-hour attack, is a computer threat that tries to exploit computer application
vulnerabilities which are unknown to others, undisclosed to the software vendor, or for which no security fix is available.
Zero-day exploits (actual code that can use a security hole to carry out an attack) are used or shared by attackers
before the software vendor knows about the vulnerability. User awareness training is the most effective technique to
mitigate such attacks. Answer: A is incorrect. A replay attack is a type of attack in which attackers capture packets
containing passwords or digital signatures whenever packets pass between two hosts on a network. In an attempt to
obtain an authenticated connection, the attackers then resend the captured packet to the system. In this type of attack,
the attacker does not know the actual password, but can simply replay the captured packet. Answer: C is incorrect. Man-
in-the-middle attacks occur when an attacker successfully inserts an intermediary software or program between two
communicating hosts. The intermediary software or program allows attackers to listen to and modify the communication
packets passing between the two hosts. The software intercepts the communication packets and then sends the
information to the receiving host. The receiving host responds to the software, presuming it to be the legitimate client.
Answer: D is incorrect. A Denial-of-Service (DoS) attack is mounted with the objective of causing a negative impact on
the performance of a computer or network. It is also known as network saturation attack or bandwidth consumption
attack. Attackers perform DoS attacks by sending a large number of protocol packets to a network. 

 

QUESTION 2

Which of the following describes a residual risk as the risk remaining after a risk mitigation has occurred? 

A. DIACAP 

B. SSAA 

C. DAA 

D. ISSO 

Correct Answer: A 

DIACAP describes a residual risk as the risk remaining after a risk mitigation has occurred. The Department of Defense
Information Assurance Certification and Accreditation Process (DIACAP) is a process defined by the United States
Department of Defense (DoD) for managing risk. DIACAP replaced the former process, known as DITSCAP
(Department of Defense Information Technology Security Certification and Accreditation Process), in 2006. DoD
Instruction (DoDI) 8510.01 establishes a standard DoD-wide process with a set of activities, general tasks, and a
management structure to certify and accredit an Automated Information System (AIS) that will maintain the Information
Assurance (IA) posture of the Defense Information Infrastructure (DII) throughout the system\\'s life cycle.DIACAP
applies to the acquisition, operation, and sustainment of any DoD system that collects, stores, transmits, or processes
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unclassified or classified information since December 1997. It identifies four phases: 1.System Definition 2.Verification
3.Validation 4.Re-Accreditation Answer: D is incorrect. An Information System Security Officer (ISSO) plays the role of a
supporter. The responsibilities of an Information System Security Officer (ISSO) are as follows: Manages the security of
the information system that is slated for Certification and Accreditation (CandA). Insures the information systems
configuration with the agency\\'s information security policy. Supports the information system owner/information owner
for the completion of security-related responsibilities. Takes part in the formal configuration management process.
Prepares Certification and Accreditation (CandA) packages. Answer: C is incorrect. The Designated Approving Authority
(DAA), in the United States Department of Defense, is the official with the authority to formally assume responsibility for
operating a system at an acceptable level of risk. The DAA is responsible for implementing system security. The DAA
can grant the accreditation and can determine that the system\\'s risks are not at an acceptable level and the system is
not ready to be operational. Answer: B is incorrect. System Security Authorization Agreement (SSAA) is an information
security document used in the United States Department of Defense (DoD) to describe and accredit networks and
systems. The SSAA is part of the Department of Defense Information Technology Security Certification and
Accreditation Process, or DITSCAP (superseded by DIACAP). The DoD instruction (issues in December 1997, that
describes DITSCAP and provides an outline for the SSAA document is DODI 5200.40. The DITSCAP application
manual (DoD 8510.1-M), published in July 2000, provides additional details. 

 

QUESTION 3

How can you calculate the Annualized Loss Expectancy (ALE) that may occur due to a threat? 

A. Single Loss Expectancy (SLE) X Annualized Rate of Occurrence (ARO) 

B. Single Loss Expectancy (SLE)/ Exposure Factor (EF) 

C. Asset Value X Exposure Factor (EF) 

D. Exposure Factor (EF)/Single Loss Expectancy (SLE) 

Correct Answer: A 

The Annualized Loss Expectancy (ALE) that occurs due to a threat can be calculated by multiplying the Single Loss
Expectancy (SLE) with the Annualized Rate of Occurrence (ARO). Annualized Loss Expectancy (ALE) = Single Loss
Expectancy (SLE) X Annualized Rate of Occurrence (ARO) Annualized Rate of Occurrence (ARO) is a number that
represents the estimated frequency in which a threat is expected to occur. It is calculated based upon the probability of
the event occurring and the number of employees that could make that event occur. Single Loss Expectancy (SLE) is
the value in dollars that is assigned to a single event. SLE can be calculated by the following formula: SLE = Asset
Value ($) X Exposure Factor (EF) The Exposure Factor (EF) represents the % of assets loss caused by a threat. The
EF is required to calculate Single Loss Expectancy (SLE). 

 

QUESTION 4

Which of the following fields of management focuses on establishing and maintaining consistency of a system\\'s or
product\\'s performance and its functional and physical attributes with its requirements, design, and operational
information throughout its life? 

A. Configuration management 

B. Risk management 

C. Change management 

D. Procurement management 
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Correct Answer: A 

Configuration management is a field of management that focuses on establishing and maintaining consistency of a
system\\'s or product\\'s performance and its functional and physical attributes with its requirements, design, and
operational information throughout its life. Configuration Management System is a subsystem of the overall project
management system. It is a collection of formal documented procedures used to identify and document the functional
and physical characteristics of a product, result, service, or component of the project. It also controls any changes to
such characteristics, and records and reports each change and its implementation status. It includes the documentation,
tracking systems, and defined approval levels necessary for authorizing and controlling changes. Audits are performed
as part of configuration management to determine if the requirements have been met. Answer: D is incorrect. The
procurement management plan defines more than just the procurement of team members, if needed. It defines how
procurements will be planned and executed, and how the organization and the vendor will fulfill the terms of the
contract. Answer: B is incorrect. Risk Management is used to identify, assess, and control risks. It includes analyzing the
value of assets to the business, identifying threats to those assets, and evaluating how vulnerable each asset is to those
threats. Answer: C is incorrect. Change Management is used to ensure that standardized methods and procedures are
used for efficient handling of all changes. 

 

QUESTION 5

Fred is the project manager of the CPS project. He is working with his project team to prioritize the identified risks within
the CPS project. He and the team are prioritizing risks for further analysis or action by assessing and combining the
risks probability of occurrence and impact. What process is Fred completing? 

A. Risk identification 

B. Risk Breakdown Structure creation 

C. Perform qualitative analysis 

D. Perform quantitative analysis 

Correct Answer: C 

Qualitative ranks the probability and impact and then helps the project manager and team to determine which risks need
further analysis. Perform Qualitative Risk Analysis is the process of prioritizing risks for further analysis and action. It
combines risks and their probability of occurrences and ranks them accordingly. It enables organizations to improve the
project\\'s performance by focusing on high-priority risks. Perform Qualitative Risk Analysis is usually a rapid and cost-
effective means of establishing priorities for Plan Risk Responses. It also lays the foundation for Perform Quantitative
Risk Analysis. Answer: A is incorrect. Risk identification precedes this activity. Answer: B is incorrect. This process does
not describe the decomposition and organization of risks that you will complete in a risk breakdown structure. Answer: D
is incorrect. Quantitative analysis is the final step of risk analysis. Note the question tells you that Fred and the team will
identify risks for additional analysis. 
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